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Over 300,000 images
 contributed



One of the solutions we provide is support for a program 
called the Google DMO Partnership, which gives destinations 
the tools to improve the quality and accuracy of information 

available within Google’s products. 

Top 1% of partners hosting 
workshops Premier Agency Partner Over 300,000 images 

contributed



80+
Destinations in our 
support program

52,243+
Businesses and POI 

audited and 
analyzed

75+
Directly managed 

GMB Business 
Profiles



What do the 
best performing 
business profiles 

look like? 



But first…
What’s a business profile?



Business Profiles



Business Profiles

Business profiles aggregate everything 
Google knows about your business 

into one “card”. 



Your business profile is the 
single largest source 
of organic exposure 

for your business online. 



Information provided by Nicole Woods for Independence Visitor Center Corp.

25,518,074
Total Audience 2018

Including: 

Website visits, social 
media views, search 
exposures and maps 
exposures

2018 Case Study



Information provided by Nicole Woods for Independence Visitor Center Corp.

25,518,074
Total Audience 2018

22,542,336
Came from Google 
products and 
services, directly 
related to the 
business profile

2018 Case Study



Information provided by Nicole Woods for Independence Visitor Center Corp.

85%
Of total online 

audience 



Maps Assistant

Travel Guides

Search

Hotel Finder

many more...



Result of a search 
for a keyword + a 

location

The Local Pack



Local pack results 
are huge sources 

of exposure for 
your business.

The Local Pack



The Local Pack

But why 
these three 
business 
profiles? 



DISTANCE

PROMINENCERELEVANCE



Google My Business Signals



Better business profiles 
drive more exposure 

and more engagement



(1) Ipsos research: Benefits of a complete listing 2017

Up-to-date profiles are:

2.7X more likely to be
considered reputable.1
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(1) Ipsos research: Benefits of a complete listing 2017

Up-to-date profiles are:

2.7X more likely to be
considered reputable.1

70% more likely to attract 
location visits.1

50% more likely to lead to 
a purchase.1



We want to help you maximize exposures 
and engagement for your business profile 

because it benefits everyone: your business, 
visitors and your destination.



Download 
the Google 
My Business 
App



Some Features Vary!



Info Tab

Verification and Completeness



Make Sure You’ve Claimed 
Your Business
Search for your business 
name and look for this icon.
If you see it - you’ll need to claim your 
business listing to get access to many of the 
features.





Make sure your 
information 
complete and 
accurate. 

Check Your:

❏ Business Name
❏ Address
❏ Phone Number(s)
❏ Website(s)
❏ Hours
❏ Description



Accurate Hours 
are critically 
important



53%
Of incomplete listings 
are missing hours.



Keep “Special hours” up to date



Hotel check-in/out times



Top Performer Secrets

Service Areas



Service Area Businesses



Service Areas



Top Performer Secrets

Categories & Attributes



DISTANCE

PROMINENCERELEVANCE



3,936 
US English 
categories 
currently



● Badminton complex
● Balloon ride tour agency
● Basket supplier
● Bird control service
● Bouncy Castle Hire
● Box lunch supplier
● Cat Hostel...?

Example Categories



Check for new categories too



Adding relevant categories 
can significantly expand 

where your business shows 
up, and provide access to 

additional features*. 

*Including Services and Products shown earlier



Attributes





Hotels have the most





Top Performer Secrets

Menus, Services & Products



Depending on your 
business category, you 
can use menus, 
services or products to 
expand the content in 
your business profile. 



Menus



Menus



NEW!
Services



NEW!
Services



Accommodations have 
limited access to some of 
these features - but, if you 
are also an event or 
wedding venue, you can 
add those categories to 
get access to “services”



Products



Products



Bookings Tab

Booking & Reservations Options



The “Reserve With 
Google” platform 
enables customers to 
book tickets and tours 
directly inside your 
business profile. 





Integration with 
your profile is 
implemented 
through your 
platform partner, 
many of which 
are tourism 
related.  

How To Get It



There are many 
more tourism 
specific platforms 
on the way, talk 
to your provider, 
or consult the 
partners list before 
you implement a 
new one.  

Coming Soon



google.com/maps/reserve

https://www.google.com/maps/reserve/partners


Hotel 
integrations are 
handled through 
OTA platforms, 
but you can now 
integrate your 
own direct 
booking 
platform. 

google.com/hotels/partners 

https://ads.google.com/hotels/partners/


Vacation rentals are now 
integrated into hotel 
search - but only through 
Expedia, HomeAway, 
Hotels.com, NextPax, 
RedAwning, Rentals 
United, TripAdvisor or 
VRBO.



Insights Tab

Measuring Exposure & 
Engagement



Insights reporting tracks 
customer exposures 
and engagement 
inside Google’s 
platform - you can’t 
get these numbers 
anywhere else.



Audit Benchmark: 45% direct, and 55% discovery <1% Branded



Audit Benchmark: average exposures per month is 115,091



Audit Benchmark: conversion rate is 4.8%



Average conversion rate (views vs. customer actions) 
is just below 5%. High performers are up to 10%, low 

performers are 3% or below. 



Good indicator of intent!



Plan staffing and marketing



These reports are all available in the app



(Web Version Only)



(Web Version Only)



(Web Version Only)



Top Performer Secrets

Download Historical Insights



Date range options for 
insights are limited to a 
rolling week, month or 
quarter. Which means, 
you can’t compare 
any data older than 90 
days. 



Build your own long-term reporting



Download Historical Insights (Web Only)





Reviews Tab

Ratings, Reviews and Replies



Customer reviews are 
posted by users 
directly to your 
Business Profile. They 
appear wherever your 
profile appears, and 
are the source of your 
“star rating”. 



BrightLocal: https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/

86%
Of consumers 
read reviews 

for local 
businesses

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/


BrightLocal: https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/

86%
Of consumers 
read reviews 

for local 
businesses

57%
Of consumers 
will only use a 
business if it 

has 4 or more 
stars
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BrightLocal: https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/

86%
Of consumers 
read reviews 

for local 
businesses

57%
Of consumers 
will only use a 
business if it 

has 4 or more 
stars

89%
Of consumers 

read 
businesses’ 

responses to 
reviews

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/


DISTANCE

PROMINENCERELEVANCE



Review Signals (3rd)



If your business is an 
accommodation, reviews 
are even more important. 
Google is now the number 
one hotel review site, with 
explosive growth in 2018. 

Review Distribution by Site. Source: Revinate
https://fredericgonzalo.com/en/2019/04/10/online-reviews-still-important-but-craze-is-slowing-down/ 

https://fredericgonzalo.com/en/2019/04/10/online-reviews-still-important-but-craze-is-slowing-down/


81%
Of reviews are 4.0 or 
higher. Less than 4% 

are one star. 

4.4 
Median Rating



Top Performer Secrets

Calculating your rating “vector”



Calculate the average 
score for your last 15 
reviews and compare 
it to your overall 
average. 

4.4
4.53
4.42
4.13 

Great!

Good

Watch it!

Rating “Vector”



Top Performer Secrets

Responding To Reviews



Know when reviews are posted





Keep responses to 
negative reviews short 

encourage them to 
contact you offline. 





🚫 Reviewing your own business

🚫 Current or former employment 
experience

🚫 Competitors trying to 
manipulate your ratings

Flagging Reviews 
● Spam and fake content
● Off-topic
● Restricted content
● Illegal content
● Sexually explicit content
● Offensive content
● Hate speech
● Harassment and bullying
● Impersonation
● Conflict of Interest

🚫 Content attributed to another 
individual, company or 
organization.





Bit.ly/GMBGo



Top Performer Secrets

Encouraging Positive Reviews



Set up a “short name” for 
your business. Short names 
are unique, and have to 
be based off :
● display name
● existing branding
● current custom URLs 
● name of your linked website

NEW!



g.page/YourShortname g.page/YourShortname/review 

http://g.page/YourShortname
http://g.page/YourShortname/Reviews


marketingkit.withgoogle.com

https://marketingkit.withgoogle.com/


Posts Tab

Posting Content



Posts appear with 
your business 
profile and 
provide a huge 
amount of organic 
(that means free!) 
visibility for your 
business.



<18%
Of audited listings are 
actively using posts, 
and less than 40% 
have used a post ever.



Posts are:
● Free: no cost per click
● Trackable: with views and clicks 

or with your own analytics codes
● Visual: include images or videos
● Engaging: include direct links to 

your website or buttons





Book

Order online

Buy

Learn more

Sign up

Call now



Median views per 
week is about 3,000. 
Average interaction 
rate is about .4%. 



Top Performer Secrets

Using Posts Effectively



● Use an attention grabbing photo 
- bright colors, simple, single 
subject. 

● Focus your message on the first 
100 characters. 

● Add your own tracking codes to 
your call-to-action button. 



Best Practices for using GMB Posts:
● Keep two posts live at a time to 

maximize view rate for your 
content. More than two will reduce 
viewability of your oldest post.

● Posts are live for a max of 7 days - 
repost each week. 

● Post early in the week if you’re 
promoting something the following 
weekend. 



Event-type posts have the 
best overall performance* 
for our directly-managed 
profiles. Events have the 
greatest number of 
available options and are 
presumably viewed as more 
timely. 
*ymmv



Messaging Tab

Communicating directly with 
customers



Messaging allows customers to 
connect with you directly (and 
privately) through your business 
profile with questions and 
concerns.  

(Mobile Only)



Set It Up





Top Performer Secrets

Messaging Best Practices



Messaging is a great way to connect 
directly with customers, but before 
you commit consider these things:

● Make sure you or someone you designate is 
prepared to answer quickly. You don’t need 
to answer after hours, but how quickly you 
respond can be important

● Because it’s now part of the app - you can 
have multiple users/devices assigned to 
answer questions

● Conversations aren’t public - but remember 
they can be screen-captured



Top Performer Secrets

Followers & Welcome Offers



Google My Business now 
supports “followers” on 
your profile. You can send 
customers exclusive offers 
and updates from your 
business. 

NEW!
(App Only)





The maps app is 
becoming much 
more about 
discovery and 
planning - 
followers will see 
your posts under 
their “For You” tab 
in Maps. 



Top Performer Secrets

Monitoring Questions & Answers



Questions & Answers 
is a public feature 
which appears as 
part of your Business 
Profile. Anyone can 
ask, and answer 
questions about 
your business. 

(Not even in GMB!)



50,000,000+ Local Guides Worldwide

700,000+ Places Added/Mo.

🕒
Median Response 20 min.





But… they often 
get answered 
faster by Local 
Guides than 
they do by the 
businesses, and 
the Guides 
aren’t always 
right.



Questions & Answers is also 
generally full of some pretty crazy 
stuff - so it’s worth checking your 
listing. 





<15%
Have answers from the 

business owner

95%
Of audited listings had 

questions from customers



Make sure you 
have notifications 
on and check 
your answers 
frequently. 





After you’ve 
provided your 
own answers, 
report the bad 
answers in your 
profile. 



Post Your Own Questions & Answers!



Photos Tab

Managing Your Visual 
Representation



Photos are a key 
part of how 
potential 
customers make 
decisions about 
your business. 



Listings with quality photos 
are twice as likely to 

generate engagement 
with customers. 



90%
Of photos available for 

your business are supplied 
by your customers



90%
Of photos available for 

your business are supplied 
by your customers

49%
But, customer photos 

account for less than half 
of all views





Top Performer Secrets

Upload photos frequently



Add 4-5 photos per 
month for a 

10-30% 
Lift in exposures for 

your business



Top Performer Secrets

Photo Best Practices



1. INFORMATIVE
What would a potential visitor want to 

know or see about this place? 
Consider the scope, the scale and 

the context of the place you’re 
capturing. 
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2. ATTRACTIVE
What makes this photo 

eye-catching? Consider color, 
contrast, saturation, lighting, focus 

and leading lines.



1. INFORMATIVE
What would a potential visitor want to 

know or see about this place? 
Consider the scope, the scale and 

the context of the place you’re 
capturing. 

2. ATTRACTIVE
What makes this photo 

eye-catching? Consider color, 
contrast, saturation, lighting, focus 

and leading lines.

3. REPRESENTATIVE
Represents what the place would 
typically look like. Avoid featuring 

specific events, seasons or 
conditions. 



This photo is good! It’s both 
informative and attractive. Easy to 
understand what it is, where it’s taken 
from, bright colors good contrast, 
good framing. 

This photo is bad. It isn’t attractive - 
off-kilter horizon, muddy colors, and it 
isn’t particularly informative - 
unreadable signs/context. 



111,277 views 10,757 views



Photo Best Practices
● Only upload photos you 

created or own the complete 
rights to. 

● Upload at least 4K images 
(3840x2160). 

● Don’t use filters - limit your edits 
to brightness, color, contrast & 
saturation.

● Avoid seasonal images, unless 
that’s relevant to the location 
you’re shooting.



Photo Best Practices
● Keep your vertical and 

horizontal lines as straight as 
possible.

● Shoot mostly horizontal images 
- the products make much 
better use of them than portrait 
images.

● Interiors without people are 
preferred to those with people. 
Avoid identifiable faces & PII, or 
have release forms.



Top Performer Secrets

Flag poor quality & irrelevant 
images for removal





Bit.ly/GMBGo



Top Performer Secrets

Set Cover Photo & Logo



NEW!



Top Performer Secrets

Use 360s and Virtual Tours To 
Attract Customers



360 degree imagery via Google 
Street View is an important tool for 
businesses, travelers and 
destinations. Increasingly customers 
are expecting to be able to “look 
around” your business before they 
decide to visit. 



You can also 
connect your 
360s into virtual 
tours that allow 
customers to take 
a walk through 
your business.



Ricoh Theta V (About $400)







google.com/streetview/hire

https://www.google.com/streetview/hire/


Add 360s to your blog/website



Thank you!



Yes, 
A panda made 

this. 


